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New collection of designer kurtis, tunics, salwar kameez & designer sarees arrived.

Snehal Creation New collection of designer kurtis, tunics, embroidered kurtis, cotton kurtas, designer
sarees, embroidered sarees, cotton salwar suits and fashion jewellery arrived.

Sept. 4, 2010 - PRLog -- Snehal Creation  New collection of designer kurtis, tunics, embroidered kurtis,
cotton kurtas, designer sarees, embroidered sarees, cotton salwar suits and fashion jewellery arrived.

Indian bollywood Fashion Kurti  and Tunic is very much in fashion these days. Kurti  (Tunic-Top) is just a
women's top. Girls nowadays wear Kurti - Tunic over jeans, Salwar, Pant, Capri and even a skirt. Indian
Kurtis (Tunic/Tops) are accepted worldwide. Kurtis-Top look decent and sincere, versatile and stylish,
trendy yet modest. Indian Kurtis  will lend grace to any woman's wardrobe. The Kurti is the ideal year
around wear. Bollywood fashion kurtis, Ladies Kurtis, Women's kurti, Embroidered Kurti-tops, Designer
Kurtis , Long Tunics, Printed Kurti, Cotton Kurtas, Lenin Kurtis, Georgette Kurti, Long Kurtis, Short
Kurtis, Traditional Kurti, Ethnic Kurtis and Fashion Kurtis are the variants of Indian Fashion Kurtis. A
Kurti-Tunic surely give attractive and decent look to a woman body structure.

Tunics are a variation of the Kameez of the traditional Salwar Kameez. Tunics also known as Kurti are
much sought attire among young ladies and college going crowd. A well fitted, rightly cut Tunic can make
anyone look beautiful and chic. Kurti are usually paired with jeans or skirt. Short and light, Tunics are the
prefect dress to combat the sultry summers.

# # #

Snehal Creation is a design house of exclusive Indian Ethnic Wear. We are a leading manufacturer and
exporter of high quality ladies and kids garments like Designer Kurtis, Long Tunics, Embroidered Kurtis,
Cotton Kurtas, Printed Kurtis, Salwar Kameez, Punjabi Suits, Churidar, Children Wear, Kids Lehenga
Choli and other Indian traditional wears.

Every woman is born beautiful and we are committed to enhancing the natural beauty. The bridge between
style and fashion is quality. Quality of the products holds prime importance for us, as it strongly believes in
providing to its esteemed clients.

We have been in this business from years and situated in the heart of Mumbai (India). Designing and
production at Snehal Creations is synonymous with efficiency and a promise of Quality.We use finest
quality fabric in our garments. If you believe in quality of garments, timely and committed delivery, we are
the right choice.

--- End ---
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Zip 400064
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